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------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT-------------------------------------------------------------Wireless Sensor Networks are networks of large number of tiny, battery powered sensor nodes having limited on-board
storage, processing, and radio capabilities. Nodes sense and send their reports toward a processing center which is called base
station. Since this transmission and reception process consumes lots of energy as compare to data processing, Designing
protocols and applications for such networks has to be energy aware in order to prolong the lifetime of the network. Generally,
real life applications deal with such Heterogeneity rather than Homogeneity. In this paper, a protocol is proposed, which is
heterogeneous in energy. We analyze the basic distributed clustering routing protocol LEACH (Low Energy Adaptive
Clustering Hierarchy), which is a homogeneous system, and then we study the impact of heterogeneity in energy of nodes to
prolong the life time of WSN. Simulation results using MATLAB shows that the proposed Leach-heterogeneous system
significantly reduces energy consumption and increase the total lifetime of the wireless sensor network.
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non-cluster head node which leads the cluster head nodes
I. INTRODUCTION
to die earlier than other nodes [5]. In this paper study of
WSN typically consists of a large number of sensor the impact of heterogeneity in
nodes that are deployed in an area of interest [1]. These
nodes are low-power, low-cost devices. These nodes are terms of node energy is considered. In this it is assumed
small in size, but are equipped with embedded that a percentage of the node population is equipped with
microprocessors, radio receivers, and power components more energy than the rest of the nodes in the same network
to enable sensing, computing, communication, and [6]. Basic description of LEACH protocol is explained in
actuation. These components are integrated on a single or section 2. Here first order radio model is used [7] as
multiple boards, and packaged in a few cubic inches. described in section 3 which is used for simulation of
These sensor nodes sense the information and transmit it to sensor networks. A brief introduction of LEACH protocol
the base station [2]. Base station analyzes the received data in homogeneous system is explained in section 4. We
and computation is performed, which gives the human describe the design of our novel proposed LEACH
understandable result. The Base station is having unlimited protocol in heterogeneous system in section 5. Simulation
battery power. So it should implement the algorithm and and results are discussed in section 6. Finally, Conclusion
protocols by which it can enhance the life time of the is made in section 7.
sensor node as well as save the battery power. LEACH is
one of the protocols that give the guarantee about the II. LEACH PROTOCOL
allocation of energy in the sensor node homogeneously. In LEACH is a kind of cluster-based routing protocols, which
this protocol cluster head gets the data from its member uses distributed cluster formation [8], [3], [10]. LEACH
nodes of the cluster and aggregate the data before sending randomly selects a few sensor nodes as cluster heads
to the base station. Most of the simulation results for (CHs) and rotates this role to evenly distribute the energy
LEACH-type [3] schemes are obtained assuming that the load among the sensors in the network. The idea is to form
nodes of the sensor network are equipped with the same clusters of the sensor nodes based on the received signal
amount of energy—this is the type of homogeneous sensor strength and use local cluster heads as routers to the sink.
networks. A homogeneous sensor networks can be defined In LEACH, the Cluster Heads compress data arriving from
as a network consisting of identical nodes in terms of member nodes and send an aggregated packet to the BS in
energy, processing capabilities, and sensing range [4]. On order to reduce the amount of information that must be
the other hand, heterogeneous sensor network consist of transmitted to the BS. In order to reduce inter & intra
sensor nodes with different capabilities, such as different cluster interference LEACH uses a TDMA/code-division
energy level, sensing Range and Computation power. multiple access (CDMA) MAC. The operation of LEACH
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is done into two steps, the setup phase and the steady state
phase. In setup phase the nodes are organized into clusters
and CHs are selected. These cluster heads change
randomly over time in order to balance the energy of the
network. This is done by choosing a random number
between 0 and 1. The node is selected as a cluster head for
the current round if the random number is less than the
threshold value T (n), which is given by:

(1)

Here G is the set of nodes that are involved in the CH
election. LEACH clustering is shown in Fig. 1. In the
steady state phase, the actual data is transferred to the BS.
To minimize overhead the duration of the steady state
phase should be longer than the duration of the setup
phase. The CH node, after receiving all the data from its
member nodes, performs aggregation before sending it to
the BS. After a certain time period, the setup phase is
restarted and new CHs is selected. Each cluster
communicates using different CDMA codes to reduce
interference from nodes belonging to other clusters.
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Therefore, LEACH is not suitable for large networks.
Instead it is most suited for constant monitoring such as
monitor machinery for fault detection and diagnosis.
III. RADIO
MODEL
FOR
ENERGY
CALCULATION We use the first order radio model for
wireless sensor networks [10] which is shown in Fig. 2.
Here are some assumptions for these networks [11]. All
sensors are within the wireless communication range when
they communicate with each other or with the BS. Sensors
should have homogeneous sensing, computing and
communication capabilities. BS is located in the center of
the sensor networks and BS has infinity energy resource.
Both the energy dissipation of sensing data and the energy
dissipation for clustering are neglected. We suppose that
all the clustering algorithms are run on the BS. The energy
dissipation of fusing one bit data is a constant value. Thus,
to transmit a k-bit message a distance d, the radio uses:

Figure 2: First Order Radio Energy Model

Figure 1: LEACH Protocol
LEACH achieves over a factor of 7x and 8x reduction in
energy dissipation compared to direct communication and
a factor of 4x and 8x compared to the minimum
transmission energy (MTE) routing protocol. The major
characteristics of this Protocol are as follow: The cluster
heads are rotated in a randomized fashion to achieve
balanced energy consumption. It is assumed that all the
sensors have synchronized clocks so that they know the
beginning of a new cycle. In LEACH sensors do not need
to know location or distance information.
There are some drawbacks associated with this protocol
such as: Single-hop routing is used where each node can
transmit directly to the cluster-head and the sink. CHs are
elected randomly; hence there is Possibility that all CHs
will be concentrated in same area. The idea of dynamic
clustering is used which leads to extra overhead due to
cluster head changes, advertisements etc. The protocol
assumes that all nodes are having same amount of energy.
It also assumes that CH consumes approximately the same
amount of energy for each node.

! < !0
ETx( k,d ) = k*Eelec+k*Efs*d2
k*Eelec+k*Eamp*d4 ! ≥ !0

(2)

The first term in (2) represents the energy consumption of
radio dissipation, while the second represents the energy
consumption for amplifying radio. The use of free space
Efs and the multi-path fading Emp channel models depends
upon the transmission distance. When receiving this data,
the radio expends:
ERx (k) = k*Eelec
(3)
Additionally, data aggregation operation will consume the
energy EDA.
III. THE NETWORK INITIALIZATION OF LEACH
IN HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM
Fig. 3 demonstrates the wireless sensor network
initialization for homogeneous system. Here all the
available wireless sensor nodes are having equal amount of
initial energy E0 = 0.5J. Here 100 nodes are distributed in
100*100 meters area. BS is located at the (50, 50). o
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indicates Normal nodes and dark o indicates CHs. X
indicates BS at (50, 50).
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Figure 4: Proposed Heterogeneous LEACH system. ‘+’
symbol indicates Advance Node.

Figure 3: Initialization of the wireless sensor network
LEACH
IV. PROPOSED
HETEROGENEOUS SYSTEM

0

IN

Here we have considered a heterogeneous network. A
heterogeneous network is one in which all the nodes
doesn’t have equal energy. Let us assume that the total
number of nodes is n & m fraction of the nodes has α time
more energy than the other nodes. They are called as
advanced nodes. Therefore,
Number of normal nodes = (1-m) x n
Energy per normal node = e0

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The LEACH-Homogeneous and LEACH-Heterogeneous
routing protocols have been simulated using MATLAB.
We compare the proposed Leach-Heterogeneous system
with Leach-Homogeneous system. The simulation
parameters used in the experiment is shown in Table I. The
nodes are randomly distributed between x=0, y=0 and
x=100, y=100 with the base station (BS) at location x=50,
y=50. The number of nodes in each protocol is assumed to
be 100. The Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 shows total number of nodes
that remain alive over simulation time of 1200 rounds for
LEACH under homogeneous and heterogeneous system.

Number of advanced nodes = m x n
Energy per advanced node = e0 x (1 + α)

Table 1: Parameters Detail

Hence the total energy of the network =

Parameter name

Values

((1-m) x n) x e0 + (m x n) x (e0 x (1 + α)

Network area

100*100

In this approach the same procedure as in the normal
LEACH protocol is followed i.e., the formation of the
clusters is same in this heterogeneous system and also the
cluster head selection by comparing the residual energy of
the individual in every round [12]. The structure of the
proposed Leach-Heterogeneous system for wireless sensor
networks is shown in Fig. 4.

BS Location

50*50

Number of
nodes

100

E0(Initial
Energy)

0.5J

Packet Size

4000 bits

Eelec

50nJ/bit

Etx=Erx

50nJ/bit

Efs

10pJ/bits/m2

Emp

0.0013pJ/bits/m2

EDA

5nJ

In this Leach-Heterogeneous system 10% of nodes are
having more initial energy than the other nodes in the
wireless sensor networks. For this case of LeachHeterogeneous system 10 nodes are having 1Joule of
initial energy out of 100 nodes in the network. The
remaining 90 nodes are having 0.5 joules of initial energy.
Depending upon the application, the number of advanced
nodes can be increased and the total system lifetime can be
increased significantly.
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Figure 5: Simulation result after 1200 rounds in LEACHHomogeneous System. (Nearly 50 nodes are died)
After 3200 rounds only the proposed LeachHeterogeneous System sensor nodes are under dead
position, but in the case of normal Leach-Homogeneous
System all the nodes are lost their energy nearly 1700
rounds itself.
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Figure 6: Simulation result after 1200 rounds in Proposed
LEACH-Heterogeneous System. (Nearly 35 nodes are
died)
It can be seen that nodes remains alive for a longer time
(rounds) in proposed Leach-Heterogeneous system than
LeachHomogeneous system. Fig. 7 describes the
comparison between the Leach-Homogeneous and LeachHeterogeneous System in terms of number of alive nodes.
Here the total energy efficiency is increased nearly 40%
than the Leach-Homogeneous system.
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